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1 Introduction

The authentication of a Principal by a Service Provider (SP) follows a chronology relying on three intangible main steps:

1. Selection of the IdP
2. Authentication of the Principal
3. Access of the Principal to the SP

1.1 Selection of the IdP

This first step leads to a user friendly determination of the best IdP to use to authenticate the Principal. It can be done:

a) directly on the SP User Interface (UI) or
b) with the help of an IdP Selector Agent (ISA).

1.2 Authentication of the Principal

When the authentication is done directly on the SP User Interface (UI), the problem is solved by http redirection. When the authentication is done with the help of an IdP Selector Agent (ISA), the behavior of the ISA must follow generic rules to communicate with the SP and the IdP.

1.3 Access of the Principal to the SP

This third step is triggered when authentication is started from the SP.
2 Context

When a user wants to access a personalized service at an SP, he must first authenticate. The number of Identity Providers is growing, and the choice of one of them can be complicated for a user.

A few initiatives, including OpenID v2, JanRain, the common domain cookie (Liberty and SAML), the LECP (Liberty) or ECP (SAML) and identity selectors (CardSpace, Higgins, JanRain, etc.), try to resolve the choice of the Identity Provider by providing the Service Provider a means to determine the IdP that can authenticate the user.

Some of these initiatives (e.g., identity selectors) don’t take into consideration specific authentication means (implicit authentication, strong authentication, etc.).

See [LibertyGlossary] for definitions of the acronyms used in this document that are not defined in Section 10.
3 Use Cases

3.1 Assisted Discovery of Identity Provider Based on Preferred IdP (Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

3.1.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to guide the Principal through the authentication phase when the Principal has described his preferred IdPs.

3.1.2 Business Justification

- SP ability to support multiple IdPs with priority or preferences set by Principal.
- IdP ability to extend its exposure toward more SPs.
- Principal ability to define a preferred IdP for his convenience.

3.1.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>Assisted Discovery of Identity Provider Based on Preferred IdP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre conditions | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to many IdPs, and among them IdP A and IdP B.  
| | 2. Principal has an identity at IdP A and IdP B.  
| | 3. SP is able to detect IdP A as the preferred IdP for Principal.  
| | 4. SP does error handling. |
| Constituents | Principal, IdP A, IdP B, SP |
| Use case | 1. Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.  
| | 2. SP detects that IdP A is the preferred IdP for Principal, and that IdP A is in its list of potential IdPs.  
| | 3. SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.  
| | 4. IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |
| Alternate course of action 1 | This alternate course of action begins at step 4 of the main Use Case.  
| | 4. Authentication is not possible with IdP A.  
| | 5. IdP A returns a failed message to SP.  
| | 6. SP does not authorize the Principal to access the requested personalized zone. |
| Post condition 1 | Principal is not authenticated and his claim to access is rejected. |
| Alternate course of action 2 | This alternate course of action begins at step 6 of alternate course of action 1.  
| | 4. SP detects that IdP B is able to authenticate Principal.  
| | 5. SP requests IdP B to authenticate Principal.  
| | 6. IdP B authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |
| Post condition 2 | Principal is authenticated at IdP B and enters his personalized zone at |
3.2 Assisted Discovery of Identity Provider in Case of Non-Existence of Preferred IdP (Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

3.2.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to guide the Principal through the authentication phase when the Principal has NOT described his preferred IdPs. In this case, the SP sets its own priorities for the IdP selection, and can filter potential IdPs, or ask the Principal directly for an IdP name.

3.2.2 Business Justification

SP ability to present or order potential IdPs according to its business priorities.

3.2.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>Assisted Discovery of Identity Provider in Case of Non-Existence of Preferred IdP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre conditions | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to many IdPs, and among them IdP A, B… Z).  
2. Principal has an identity at IdP A and IdP B.  
3. SP does error handling. |
| Constituents | Principal, IdP A, B…Z , SP |
| Use case | 1. Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.  
2. SP shows a list of all the potential IdPs (A, B…Z) accepted by SP and asks Principal to choose.  
3. Principal chooses IdP A.  
4. SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.  
5. IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |
| post condition | Principal is authenticated with IdP A and can access his personalized zone. |
| Alternate course of action 1 | This alternate course of action begins at step 2.  
2. SP shows Principal a selected sub-list of IdPs (e.g. most relevant based on Principal IP@...).  
3. Principal chooses IdP A.  
4. SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.  
5. IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |
| Post condition 1 | Principal is authenticated with IdP A and can access his personalized zone. |
| Alternate course of action 2 | This Alternate course of action begins at step 2 of the main Use Case.  
2. SP shows an additional text field/search box where Principal can type the name of IdP. |
3. Principal enters “idpA.com”.
4. SP uses a standardized mechanism to identify the IdP based on the text entry (e.g., IdP A).
5. SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.
6. IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP.

| Post condition 2 | Principal is authenticated with IdP A and can access his personalized zone. |

### 3.3 Usage of Network-Authentication (Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

#### 3.3.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to allow a Principal to seamlessly access a personalized zone in one SP without any explicit additional authentication by using the authentication given by the network provider.

#### 3.3.2 Business Justification

- Ability for Principal to request the use of a network authentication to access a personalized zone at an SP.
- Ability for a network provider to extend its exposure toward more SPs.

#### 3.3.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>Usage of Network Authentication (e.g., GBA, reverse DNS resolution)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Pre conditions | Principal has an identity at IdP A, IdP B.  
|                | IdP A does network authentication.  
|                | SP has a relationship with IdP A and IdP B.  
|                | Principal has indicated to SP beforehand to use his network authentication for accessing the personal zone at SP.  
|                | Principal uses the network (IdP A) to access SP. |

| Constituents | Principal, IdP A (network provider), IdP B, SP |

| Use case | Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.  
|          | SP detects that the Principal has indicated network AuthN as the preferred method to access the personal zone at SP.  
|          | SP detects that IdP A is doing network authentication.  
|          | SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.  
|          | IdP A detects that Principal uses its network, or that active authentication session (e.g., GBA) is available.  
|          | IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |

| Post conditions | Principal is authenticated at IdP A (network provider) and enters his personalized zone at SP. |
3.4 Usage of Authentication Context to Discover the IdP
(Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

3.4.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to allow an SP to specify a given Authentication Context (AC) for the IdP selection.

3.4.2 Business Justification

Ability for SPs to adapt the level of trustability/security to enter a specific zone for Principal by extending the scope of potential IdPs.

Ability for IdP with several ACs to raise its probability to be selected by an SP for the authentication phase.

3.4.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>Usage of Authentication Context (AC) to Discover the IdP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre conditions | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to many IdPs, among them IdP A and IdP B.  
2. Principal has an identity at IdP A and IdP B.  
3. IdP A is able to authenticate Principal with AC 1 and AC 2.  
4. IdP B is able to authenticate Principal with AC 1. |
| Constituents | Principal, IdP A, IdP B, SP |
| Use case | 1. Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.  
2. SP detects that to access this zone, Principal must be authenticated with AC 2.  
3. SP detects that IdP A and IdP B can authenticate Principal.  
4. SP detects that only IdP A can authenticate Principal with AC 2.  
5. SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.  
6. IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |
| Post conditions | Principal is authenticated at IdP A and enters his personalized zone at SP. |

3.5 Usage of Assurance Level to Discover the IdP (Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

3.5.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to allow an SP to specify a given Assurance Level (AL) for the IdP selection.
3.5.2 Business Justification

Ability for SPs to adapt the level of trustability/security to enter a specific zone for Principal by extending the scope of potential IdPs.

Ability for IdP with several ALs to raise its probability to be selected by an SP for the authentication phase.

3.5.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>Usage of Assurance Level (AL) to Discover the IdP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Pre conditions** | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to many IdPs, among them IdP A and IdP B.  
2. Principal has an identity at IdP A and IdP B.  
3. IdP A is able to authenticate principal with AL 1 and AL 2.  
4. IdP B is able to authenticate principal with AL 1. |
| **Constituents** | Principal, IdP A, IdP B, SP |
| **Use case** | 1. Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.  
2. SP detects that to access this zone, Principal must be authenticated with AL 2.  
3. SP detects that IdP A and IdP B can authenticate Principal.  
4. SP detects that only IdP A can authenticate Principal with AL 2.  
5. SP requests IdP A to authenticate Principal.  
6. IdP A authenticates Principal and returns an assertion to SP. |
| **Post conditions** | Principal is authenticated at IdP A and enters his personalized zone at SP. |

3.6 Usage of Attributes or Claims Validation to Discover the IdP (Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

3.6.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to allow an SP to request the selection of the IdP from its ability to deliver an attribute or validate a claim.

3.6.2 Business Justification

Ability for SPs to define more precisely what IdP will be chosen to authenticate a Principal entering a specific zone at an SP in which some information will be necessary.

Ability for an IdP with several attributes or the ability to validate claims to raise its probability to be selected by an SP for the authentication phase.
3.6.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>Usage of Attributes or Claims Validation to Discover the IdP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Pre conditions** | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to many IdPs, and among them IdP A and IdP B.  
2. Principal has an identity at IdP A and IdP B.  
3. IdP B can validate attributes or claims for Principals. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituents</th>
<th>Principal, IdP A, IdP B, SP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| **Use case** | 1. Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.  
2. SP detects that to access this zone, one or more attributes or claims will be necessary.  
3. SP detects that IdP B is able to validate these particular attributes or claims of the user.  
4. SP requests IdP B to authenticate Principal.  
5. IdP B authenticates Principal.  
6. SP requests that IdP B validate the attributes or claims.  
7. IdP B returns an assertion to SP according to the validation of the attributes or claims. |

| **Post conditions** | Principal is authenticated at IdP B and enters his personalized zone at SP. |

3.7 Usage of an IdP Selector Agent (Principal and SP Negotiate Which IdP to Use)

3.7.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to describe the necessary behavior of an IdP Selector Agent (ISA), running on an SP’s site, in the network or on a Principal’s device.

3.7.2 Business Justification

Ability for SP to determine the applicable IdPs to a Principal for selection through ISA.  
Ability to allow IdPs with few customers to be chosen directly by Principal through ISA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title/ID</strong></th>
<th>Usage of an IdP Selector Agent (ISA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Pre conditions** | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to many IdPs, and among them IdP A and IdP B.  
2. Principal has an identity at IdP A and IdP B.  
3. SP trusts ISA to display the recommended IdP list as is. |

| Constituents | Principal, IdP A, IdP B, SP, ISA |
### Use case

1. Principal is browsing SP and want to access a personalized zone.
2. SP detects that IdP A and IdP B can authenticate Principal.
3. SP triggers ISA with IdP A and IdP B as inputs.
4. ISA prints the list of IdP A and IdP B.
5. ISA asks Principal to choose an IdP between IdP A and IdP B.
6. Principal chooses IdP B.
7. ISA redirects Principal to IdP B for authentication.
8. IdP B authenticates Principal.
9. SP is asserted with the fact that Principal is authenticated at IdP B.

### Alternate course of action 1

This action begins at step 3 of the main Use Case.

3. SP requests ISA for the Principal authentication, without mentioning any IdP.
4. ISA shows Principal the whole list of known IdPs.
5. Principal chooses IdP B.
6. ISA redirects Principal to IdP B for authentication.
7. IdP B authenticates Principal.
8. SP is certified with the fact that Principal is authenticated at IdP B.

### Post condition 1

Principal is authenticated at IdP B and enters his personalized zone at SP.

### Alternate course of action 2

This action begins at step 4 of main Use Case.

4. ISA displays an entry field/search box where Principal can enter directly the name of his IdP.
5. Principal types “idpB.com” in the text field.
6. ISA detects that “idpB.com” corresponds to IdP B.
7. ISA redirects Principal to IdP B for authentication.
8. IdP B authenticates Principal.
9. SP is certified with the fact that Principal is authenticated at IdP B.

### Post condition 2

Principal is authenticated at IdP B and enters his personalized zone at SP.

---

### 3.8 The IdP Takes Control of the ISA User Interface (PrincipalAuthenticates with IdP)

#### 3.8.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to allow the IdP to interact with the user during the authentication phase initiated by an ISA.

#### 3.8.2 Business Justification

Ability for IdPs to interact directly with the Principal while maintaining each IdP’s specific marketing approach.
3.8.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>The IdP Takes Control of the ISA User Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre conditions | 1. SP can delegate the authentication to IdP A, B, C, D.  
2. Principal has an identity at IdP A, B, C.  
3. ISA has a reference or pointer to IdP A, B, C, D.  
4. ISA controls the UI during the IdP selection phase and relinquishes the authentication phase to IdP through its UI.  
5. ISA trusts IdP A, B, C, D.  
6. IdP A, B, C, D trusts ISA. |
| Constituents | Principal, IdP A, B, C, D, SP, ISA |
| Use case | 1. Principal want to access a personalized zone at SP.  
2. SP detects that the Principal can be authenticated by IdP A, B, C.  
3. SP requests ISA to display IdP A, B, C to Principal.  
4. Principal chooses IdP A on ISA user interface.  
5. IdP A’s authentication interface is displayed.  
6. IdP A interacts with (and authenticates) Principal.  
7. An authentication assertion is returned to SP. |
| Post conditions | Principal is authenticated at IdP A and enters his personalized zone at SP. |

3.9 The User is Authenticated with an IdP at an SP and Needs to Authenticate with Another IdP Temporarily (Principal Authenticates with IdP)

3.9.1 Main Description

The goal of this UC is to allow the user to authenticate temporarily with another IdP B during an existing session with IdP A, and recover the previous session with IdP A when resuming the session with IdP B.

3.9.2 Business Justification

Ability for an SP to choose specific IdP(s) for subsequent authentication for access to specified content.

Ability for some IdPs to extend their exposure by providing specific authentication means based on the context that transaction requested

3.9.3 Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/ID</th>
<th>The User is Authenticated with an IdP at an SP and Needs to Authenticate with Another IdP Temporarily for a Specific Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pre conditions | 1. Principal has an identity at IdP A, IdP B and IdP C.  
2. Principal is authenticated with IdP A at SP. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituents</th>
<th>Principal, IdP A, IdP B, IdP C, SP, IdP Selector Agent (ISA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Use case                     | 1. User enters a specific area at SP that needs a subsequent authentication.  
2. SP redirects the user to ISA, and requests ISA to display IdP B and IdP C.  
3. User chooses IdP B.  
4. IdP B’s sign-in page is displayed (in its own page or embedded in the ISA page).  
5. IdP B authenticates the user.  
6. SP receives proof of authentication at IdP B.  
7. IdP B session expires. |
| Post conditions              | User continues his previous session with SP, IdP A.              |
## 4 Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req#</th>
<th>UC #</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Mechanism for an SP to detect what IdPs are able to authenticate Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Mechanism for an SP to order the list of IdPs according to the priority set by the Principal for authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Mechanism for an SP to have a Principal authenticated by following the IdP in the priority list in case of failure with the current IdP in the priority list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Mechanism for a Principal to define preferred IdPs based on priorities for an SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Mechanism for a Principal to define preferred IdPs based on priorities for an ISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Mechanism or capability for an SP to show all (or part of) IdPs available to a Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Mechanism or capability for an ISA to show all (or part of) IdPs available to a Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Mechanism for SPs to discover how each IDP needs to be displayed to the Principals and/or to be used to facilitate the selection (display of the logos, search text, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Mechanism for ISAs to discover how each IDP needs to be displayed to the principals and/or to be used to facilitate the selection (display of the logos, search text, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Mechanism for Principal to specify the IdP and Network Authentication to access an SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Mechanism for SP to detect that the Principal has indicated a particular IdP and Network Authentication as the preferred method to access to that SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Mechanism for SPs to discover the AuthN contexts/classes supported by IDPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Mechanism for ISAs to discover the AuthN contexts/classes supported by IDPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Mechanism for SP to request an IdP for a particular AuthN context/class to authenticate a Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Mechanism for SPs to discover the ALs supported by IdPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Mechanism for ISAs to discover the ALs supported by IdPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Mechanism for SPs to request an IdP for a particular AL to authenticate a principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req#</td>
<td>UC #</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Mechanism for SPs to select IdPs based on the profile attributes or claims they can deliver for a Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Mechanism for ISAs to select IdPs based on the profile attributes or claims they can deliver for a Principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Mechanism for the SP to delegate the selection (display, choice, etc.) of the IdP by Principal to an ISA (other entity/actor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Mechanism for the SP to express some criteria (list of accepted IdPs, AuthN contexts/classes, ALs, profile attributes or claims to validate) to be considered for the selection of the IdP by the IdP Selector Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Mechanism for the SP to be asserted in the end which IdP authenticated the principal (after IdP selection inside ISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Mechanism for ISA to display the authentication interface produced by the selected IdP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>Mechanism for an SP to hold an existing authentication session with IdP X and begin another session temporarily with IdP Y, then resume to previous session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>Mechanism for an SP to detect the relevant IdPs to a specific service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Glossary Terms

5.1 IdP Selector Agent

The IdP Selector Agent is a mechanism helping to manage the authentication phase with a user, many SPs and many IdPs. It filters IdPs to be shown to Principal based upon the criteria given by SP.

5.2 GBA

See 3GPP standards:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generic_Bootstrapping_Architecture
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